Meet the Organic and Printed Electronics Industry

The OE-A (Organic and Printed Electronics Association) is the leading international industry association for organic and printed electronics. It represents the entire value chain of this emerging industry.

Who is the OE-A?

Our members are world-class global companies and institutions, ranging from:
- Component & Material Suppliers
- Equipment & Tool Suppliers
- Producers / System Integrators
- End-users
- R&D Institutes / Universities

Well over 300 members from Europe, Asia, North America, South America, Africa and Oceania are working together to promote the establishment of a competitive production infrastructure for organic and printed electronics.

OE-A (Organic and Printed Electronics Association)
A working group within VDMA
Lyoner Straße 18
60528 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Phone +49 69 6603-1737
Fax +49 69 6603-2737
E-Mail info@oe-a.org
Internet www.oe-a.org
Twitter @OE_Aonline

What is Organic and Printed Electronics?

Thin – lightweight – flexible – robust and produced at low cost. Organic and printed electronics stand for a revolutionary new type of electronics. This enables single use, ubiquitous electronic devices and new applications.

Market

The market potential for organic and printed electronics represents a multi-billion Euro market. It enables new applications for numerous industries.
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Meet your future partners, customers and suppliers
Discuss your ideas with other experts in organic and printed electronics
Obtain free access to:
- regular working group meetings in North America, Europe and Asia
- the OE-A Roadmap
- our demonstrator projects
Promote your company at LOPEC, the premier industry event
Receive the special OE-A member rate for LOPEC conference tickets

Why Should I Join the OE-A Now?
- Showcase your company in the OE-A brochure, website and newsletter
- Get listed in the OE-A Products & Services Directory
- List your full company contact details and company logo in the OE-A online member directory
To join the OE-A, please contact the OE-A office or visit our website.

OE-A Products & Services Directory:
Your comprehensive guide to the Organic and Printed Electronics Industry!
Looking for New Customers or Partners?
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OE-A & Messe München jointly organize the LOPEC – the leading international exhibition and conference for the organic and printed electronics industry.

OE-A: The Global Strategic Platform
The OE-A is the global strategic platform building a bridge between science, technology and applications to grow an industry of electronics beyond the classical silicon approach. The OE-A enables and fosters collaboration by participants of the value chain, starting from research to integration into final products, by coordinating, harmonizing and facilitating their activities.

Our Mission: Promoting the Industry!
- Issuing public relations
- Generating application and technology roadmaps
- Supporting the standardization process and organizations
- Initiating R&D activities, especially for devices that demonstrate the capabilities of emerging electronics
- Providing relevant information to guide R&D funding agencies
- Initiating and supporting education and training

Our Vision: Building a Bridge!
The OE-A is the global strategic platform building a bridge between science, technology and applications to grow an industry of electronics beyond the classical silicon approach. The OE-A enables and fosters collaboration by participants of the value chain, starting from research to integration into final products, by coordinating, harmonizing and facilitating their activities.

Looking for New Customers or Partners?
OE-A Products & Services Directory. Your comprehensive guide to the Organic and Printed Electronics Industry!
Are you looking for a particular product or service, a specific competence or a new partner around the world? If so, the new OE-A Products & Services Directory is indispensable help to you. The leading online platform for everything to do with organic and printed electronics will provide information not only about the competences but also about the products & services of all OE-A members at a glance!

OE-A & Messe München jointly organize the LOPEC – the leading international exhibition and conference for the organic and printed electronics industry. The OE-A and Messe München jointly are the hosts of LOPEC – it addresses end-users, engineers, scientists, manufactur- ers, and investors.
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OE-A Office: Building a Bridge!
The OE-A is the global strategic platform building a bridge between science, technology and applications to grow an industry of electronics beyond the classical silicon approach. The OE-A networks and fosters collaborations by participants of the value chain, starting from research to integration into final products, by coordinating, harmonizing and facilitating their activities.
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OE-A is an industry association for organic and printed electronics and a working group within the VDMA (German Mechanical Engineering Association). It represents the entire value chain of this emerging industry. OE-A is a powerful driving force that supports and promotes the development of organic and printed electronics globally. Its mission is to foster innovation, cooperation, and the establishment of a sustainable industry framework. OE-A focuses on creating a thriving ecosystem for organic and printed electronics, driving the growth and innovation in the field.